URGENT ROPE GRAB RECALL!!!
DANGEROUS!!!

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION REQUIRED

MIO Mechanical Corp. is initiating a mandatory recall of MIO rope grabs model RG-1200 (blue pin and roller, for use on ½” dia. rope) sold during the time period of November 1st, 2011 to February 10th, 2012. The rope grabs that are effected have one of the following serial numbers stamped on the connection eye of the rope grab (please see sample below) SN# 1212, 11112, 11122.

Due to an error during the manufacture of the rope grabs with SN#s listed above the rope grabs will not work and fail in case of an emergency.

ALL rope grabs that meet the description above MUST be returned to MIO Mechanical Corp. IMMEDIATELY. Please ship using our UPS Collect# 19915X. Replacements will be provided as soon as we receive defective grabs.
If you have any questions concerning this recall, please contact MIO Mechanical Corp. at 215-676-7828

Sincerely,
MIO Mechanical Corp.